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CLUB NEWS
The AGM

It is up to us all to support CDXC and look to a
is behind us and everyone had the opportunity to air their views.
strong future. It was encouraging to see the large response to the AGM and the orderly and professional manner in which it was
conducted. The official minutes are being prepared but it will be sometime before copies are available. The draft copy takes
nearly 10 minutes to run through the DYO printer! Most of the decisions will be known to Club members either because they were
present or through the grapevine on 2m and 4m. If there are any immediate queries please consult one of the elected officers
who are pledged to support CDXC and its members wholeheartedly. In particular, as CDXC may receive publicity over the 2L6
pledge, please be sure that you are aware of the rules for potential members. Your Committee are in the process of drawing up
a prospectus of CDXC for interested amateurs and it should be available shortly.
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL forms are enclosed with this Newsletter. Please complete and send them, with your subs, to Roger Brown,
G3LOP, as soon as possible. Membership cards will be issued with the next Newsletter.
MERIT AWARD Awards Manager Peter, G3VIE, requires nominations for the Merit Award as soon as possible. (Please treat the Award
seriously. The idea was not to dish it out to all and sundry - some of the original nominations are not exactly deserving
What about VR6TC, CEOAE, 9NIMM who have done far more for amateur radio than some American millionaire sitting an a Caribbean
Island!) Subsequently a list of nominees - with numbers nominating - will appear in Newsletter and a voting form will be
provided for return to Peter who points out that BYIPK has not received an award. Several members have suggested that Sopa',
VU2GDG, should receive recognition for the VU7 expedition. Peter is preparing a letter, to be sent with each Award, which will
list all CDXC members with their callsigns and he suggests that, following large DXpeditions, if a decision could be reached
quickly whether an award should go to the operator(s), it could be beneficial as far as OSL's are concerned!
SOCIAL GATHERING Although nothing firm has been decided, there is the chance of a gathering at G4DYO's OTH on the first
Saturday or Sunday of rune. 83LOP is expecting visitors from the USA - HC2OM and his Wife HC2YL - and we are looking at the
possibility of a CDXC gathering with the opportunity to meet Darleen and her OM. Please pencil in the dates in your diaries
and expect further information later. The event would be along the lines of that held at S4DYOs last summer.
TONY G3OFW can obtain N100 Co-ax at around 54p per metre. Those interested please contact Tony direct.

THE DX SCENE
Following the AGM, when 13 members pledged financial support for the N2 DXpedition, your Ed spoke with Ron,
The lack of about $N22000
He is more than grateful for our support and sends good wishes to all.
ZL1AMO, by twisted pair.
Jig;
should not prevent the operation going ahead. Ron said it'll just mean a few of them being out of pocket for a while.
Smith has pulled out of the operation (wonder why?!) so it'll be down to 3 Us and possibly a W6. Your Ed, in his new capacity
N.B
as Club Secretary, has written to Ron confirming our pledge and the letter was signed with all the Club callsigns.

KERMADEC ILB

Following the AGM a further two members have pledged financial support for the DXpedition. If you forgot to do so at the AGM
We have £85 pledged and your committee will round up the figure
- or have now decided to help - PLEASE let Roger Brown know.
ZLGAFH continues sporadic activity
to £100 if necessary but of course donations from those not already pledged will help.
but, according to one US bulletin, he is high on the 'Official Wastebasket-Kicking Scale". Apparently Warwick has indicated a
definite reluctance to work US stations on 40m. Following a contact with ZLDAFH your Ed has been investigating the 251
situation. Warwick's Mother is holding the cards and has received large numbers. No logs have been received from Warwick
since he arrived on 218 but several ZLs are attempting to arrange for transmission of the logs by RTTY and subsequent delivery
to Mrs ZLSAFH who promises urgent attention. Warwick is known to be ignorant of DX matters which explains the problems.
Please note that there is an error in some callbooks. Warwicks address is:
168, Mackenzie Avenue, Opawa, Christchurch 2, New Zealand.
Henry, 83810, has a very indefinite arrangement with Jim Smith to put through a couple of calls at the end of Jim's list each
time Warwick appears. The first places were given to those requiring a confirmation/contact for the Honor Roll and Henry will
now work through the CDXC list as best he can but it must be understood that with propagation and the way Warwick operates only
those with good antennas and fairly loud signals stand a chance and preference will be given to those members. The need for
Warwick to repeat signal reports many times will a) cause him to go ORT and hi increase EU ORM tenfold. If the ZL1AMO
operation comes off everyone should work it.

SMOM IA0

Jack, G2DMR, has spoken with 10MGM who said that plans to air 1AOKM had fallen through and he does not know
will next appear.

W7,51-: it

CLIPPERTON ISLAND

The DXpedition is running late. The operators are scheduled to leave Mexico this coming weekend and
Many CDXC members need this one and it will need some concerted effort
operation should commence around the 13th March.
Computer predictions
particularly for those with modest antennas. Let's hope FOO is soon removed from the CDXC Wants List!
based on a Sunspot number of 50 indicate these openings:
20m
40m
10m

TAIWAN BV

0630-0930, 1300-2100
15m
2400-0900
BOm
1430-1530 (slight possibility)

around 0800 and 1400 - 1900
0200-0645

Tim, BV2A vy GRV from Kaochiung as BV2A/0 on Wednesdays 14014khz at I200z.

BOUVET 3Y

According to ZS6XD, some 2Ss are planning a trip in December but have no licences as yet. (Perhaps that should
appear in the April ist issue?)

NEW ZEALAND ZL

Following changes to licensing arrangements, 2L operators now retain their callsigns when they move QTH.
Therefore, don't be surprised to work a 21.1 in Invercargill or a 713 in Auckland!

EQUATORIAL GUINEA 3C
JARVIS IS KH5

'3CIBE" reported ORV - no information to hand.

OSL cards for the recent DXpedition are being received - sometimes as a great surprise to the recipients!

LACCADIVES VU7

Cards are slowly appearing - probably from the first group, although Gopals group are said to have started
posting cards around lith February. G3KMA, G4FXT and G4GED have received cards for VUNCY but there is no mention of
Laccadives on them!

UAE A6

"A6ASS' has now received the correct call A6XSS. The station - the one which A6XYB also used - is in the Royal Palace
and is likely to receive approval. OSLs for A6A5S and A6XAS to: POD 6200, Abu Dhabi.
Tony, G3RUR, has a sked with G8GRN/5X next weekend on 15m. Those interested should contact Tony. This comment in
TDXB appealed to your Ed: u..88 3 letter suffix callsigns are VHF/UHF licences, and the operator does seem in the dark about HF
practices.' Anyone noticed that GBGRN does not appear in the latest callbooks?

UGANDA 5X

LU Z OSLs
-

According to LU2AH (ex-LU2AFH), who is manager for LU5ZA, LU5ZE, LU5ZI and LU50, the QSL mail has been stolen

the post office. All cards for the above stations have been mailed. If you do not receive your card(s) soon please EL

frt:
agin

- but to his home address: Gorostiaga 2320 P-15A, 1426 Buenos Aires. AZ5ZA cards will be mailed around 10th Mar

S. SHETLAND

X09BSC, Frank, is located on King George Island, S. Shetlands.

E CAROLINES KC6

KC6VD is GRV. OBL via: POD 220, Truk, ECI 96942.

GRAY LINE
VK6LK

Mike is GRV 30 mins before until 15 mins after his sunrise. He needs 3 States for Top Band WAS

ZL2BT

has worked 306c on 80m!!!

HF PREDICTIONS

Your Ed has a version of the RadCom prediction programme which provides a screen and printer plot o7
propagation. Anyone needing a prediction for a particular OTH can have one for the price of an SAE. The programme itseF :a
available to those with BBC computers for the price of a blank tape.

SR

SR and SS times for DX locations during UK darkness:

WATCH FOR

Believed active now:

SS 1746

SR 8647

London sunrise and sunset: 7th MARCH, 1984

SS

H44 1928
DU 2218
21.1 1821

0658

KH6
FOO

0431
0123

---

SR

SS

VK6 2216
21_8 1744

0625

388 0215
VR6 --

-0302

T30 1836

0635

2F2HL, P47LTA, VP2VID, 5W1ER, KJEG/6Y5, D<1 N Cook, F6DFN/TT

MORE SAEs PLEASE from 63006, 63KMA, 6302F, 643[D

if you wish to receive future editions
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Editor: G4DY0

CLUB NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Thanks to those who have paid promptly. Their membership cards will be distributed shortly. Unfortunately,
Roger G3LOP requires ALL subs by 31st March.
there are still nine members who have not paid their subs.

As a result,
CDXC has received publicity in the DX News-Sheet and it is hoped to have a few lines printed about us in MOTA.
there may be queries about the Club from other amateurs. A prospectus has been prepared and copies are available from the Club
Secretary.

VHF CONVENTION

As usual, Peter, G3YJI, will be organising the flea market at the forthcoming RS6B VHF convention. If anyone
has fleas - or pieces of radio equipment - for sale, please contact Peter, who may be able to offer advantageous rates for Club
members.

VAS' QUESTIONNAIRE

Enclosed is a questionnaire which is being distributed on behalf of the RSGB HF Committee. When completed,
please return to Henry, 63810. (Your Ed was mildly amused to read the questionnaire. I thought the four letter name for a
highly efficient antenna was 0-U-A-1) 999 "')
On the subject of antennas, a most interesting report appeared in TDXB recently claiming that the well known HyGain
HY8AIN
antennas are now produced to a much lower mechanical standard. A TH6DXX which had been up only a short while was showing signs
of severe rust/corrosion of the hardware. Moral is DON'T BUY HYGAIN!
It
This year's first event will be held at G4DYD's OTH on Sunday 3rd June, 1984 from 1500 onwards.
will be much as before - buffet meal available, plenty to natter about, vast antenna farm to tour, etc. The special guests
will be Darleen, WD5FOX, and her OM Hagen from Hot Springs, Arkansas. Some of you will recall that Darleen has operated from
389, 524 and 5X5 and was the first 'foreign' YL to hold a JY call. The pair subsequently held the calls HC2YL and HC2OM.
They arrive, as guests of Roger G3LOP, on Friday 1st June for a one week stay in the UK and have accepted our invitation to
As this is a major event, the 64DY0 OTH will be open to ALL members plus XYL/YLs. In line with
attend the gathering.
More
suggestions aired at the AGM, CDXC members will be invited to make a donation to Club funds during the meeting.
information later.

CDXC 1984 SOCIAL EVENTS

The Awards Manager reports that no nominations have been received. It is sometime since the last awards were
issued so please contact Peter, 63VIE, and let him have YOUR nominations.

MERIT AWARD

If
Envelopes carrying this edition have been stamped with a logo-stamp which your Ed has recently acquired.
sufficient members are interested, an order could be placed with the manufacturer who has promised discount for an order for
Those interested please contact 64DY0 soonest.
15-20 stamps. The price would be about p2.50.

CLUB LOBO

THE DX SCENE
As a new feature, the calls of the needy will be included in this section. Success of this depends an YOU keeping Peter,
63YJI, informed of your wants.

DXCC

Following some mud flinging in the US and KL7, the DXAC are voting again on the Pribilofs. The Alaska DX Association
ADXA is protesting about the handling of their application for
has filed a letter of protest with ARRL General Manager, K122.
DXCC country status for the Pribilofs. Their protest, in part, is concerned with the use of the so-called secret 'Guidelines
for Interpreting the DXCC Criteria in determining country status'. A copy of the Guidelines - previously only issued to DXAC
members - is available from G4DYO (SAE please) and is essential reading for anyone contemplating a DXpedition to a rare spot.
Also, a copy of the complete Alaska DX Association submission to ARRL is available from G4DYO (large SAE).

KERMADEC ZL8

The main DXpedition has commenced and is ARV 10-80o. Vy easy to work 0900 14195 (G3VIE wkd if for his
(many)
IF YOU HAVE PLEDGED SUPPORT PLEASE POST YOUR CHEQUE TO OLP NOW Quote from TDXB '..all skilled
No. 315c all time).
Your Ed spoke with Warwick's Mother at great
"
dedicated DXers have now worked 1L8AFH.' Some of us have got it
length and she is doing all she can to help with QSLs. The RTTY method of sending the logs has not been successful and she is
getting some much-needed confirmations by telephone.

SPRATLY IS

Your Ed has a picture of the IS1CK card and, besides Chito, it mentions the other op as 'Waling - DU1US". Anyone
needing a card could try him?

Ron has a
(JEQ,OFW,BED,KPE,PEO) ZK1XL has been appearing infrequently on 14028khz around 0730z - short path.
6-el beam and should be there until mid-March. Victor didn't go as he and Marsha have a new junior-op Heather. Victor is
handling the QSLs though.

N.CDOK 1K1

TOKELAUS ZK3

Karl, DL1VU, has been DRY as tti7VU. It was expected that he would use the new prefis 2K3. He should be there

for one month.

RKOK

is in Obl. 171, 0TH 71N 171E. OSL via UAOKCL.

IVORY COAST TU Three special calls are ORV to commemorate the African Football Confederation Games and the stations will be
ORV during the CO WPX Contest. TU2JD becomes TU7I, TU2MY becomes TU72 and TU2NW becomes TU73. All stations operate on 10-40m
and Tom, TU73, is ORV on 80m. For these calls special OSL arrangements apply and only direct cards with SASE to AK3F will be
answered so don't waste time with the buro.
ALBANIA ZA

(many) The 'voice" of ZA2R was also heard from 5A last week""" "ZA1AA' was recently on 15 cw giving OH2BH as
manager but with a signal originating West of UK!! Martii, OH2BH, is reported to be making a statement during this week about
a forthcoming operation from a rare spot commencing around 22nd April - ZA??

ZONE 19 UAO

(GIQ,VIE,DYO) UA9CB0 was heard telling a DL recently that UWOMF is ORV on 80m ssb around 1900-2100z and that some
of the western UAOs - suffix beginning 0 - are ORV on BO until about 2300z.

FRANZ JOSEF UK1

said to be ORV every Tuesday on 7095khz from 0700z.

AYES YVO

CDXC made a clean sweep but some people are confused about the OSL route. All routes mentioned are OK but a speedy
reply should be had from the Rado Club which is having the logs computerised.

ANDAMAN/LACCADIVES

The rumours still have Gopal going to the Andamans in May and the leaflet which accompanied
VU (many)
some cards from Miss Bharathi (VU2RBI) for Laccadives says the National Institute of Amateur Radio is planning a DXpedition to
Andaman in the near future. Incidentally, the first group on Laccadives, VU7RBI, VU2MY and VU2RM, made 8000 DSOs of which Miss
Bharathi made 4000!!!! Laccadive cards are being received from Sopa' via Germany and he is obviously trying hard to ensure
that everyone is satisfied. But, as one of the US bulletins said: 'this could be the most difficult card to obtain ever".
CDXC has received a very nice letter from Gopal thanking us for our letter of appreciation. He says that a copy will be
forwarded to the Indian Government to back up his application for an Andamans permit. If such a permit is granted it may be
with very little notice. Gopal hopes to be at Visalia with VU7 slides.

LORD HOWE VK
USSR

New prefix for Lord Howe Island is VK9L.

Commencing May 1st, the Soviet callsign structure will undergo massive reorganisation. Watch DXNS and RadCom, etc, for

info.

SMOM lAO

Sorry for the confusion. Within two days of IGMGM (the No.1 op) telling Jack that there was no chance of an
immediate operation, IOJX telephoned G3ZAY to say that the station would be ORV 10/11th March! Each foreign bulletin had a
different story. DX-NL (German) for the end of Feb quoted IOJX as saying that there would be no operation at least until
April. Who'd be a DX bulletin Editor?? IOMBM hopes to represent 1A0KM at Visalia.

BOUVET 3Y

LA1SEA, who is a helicopter pilot, hopes to be in Antarctica during December with the Norwegian expedition and
Other rumours continue to fly and at the end of February
thinks there may be a chance to operate from Bouvet for a few days.
DXPress (PAO DX bulletin) devoted three pages to photos and information on the island.

NES H44DX

Shortly goes ORT and will be moving to the Isle of Man to settle.

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES P3

Mike, K3OUC, will be active as follows:
17 April - 20
St. Eustatius PJ5
20 April - 22
PJ7
St. Maarten
27 April - 29
PJ2
Curacao
29 April - 30
PJ3
Aruba
PJ4
30 April - 1
Bonaire

April
April
April
April
May

DSL to: Mike Manafo, 2419 Willow St., Wesleyville, PA 16510, USA.
Apparently several French amateurs living in Chad have permission to use the amateur bands to work back home but these
would not count for DXCC purposes.

AFRICA

COMOROS D68

Lots of problems have arisen over the OSL address of D6SBA. Mail to the address in Martinique is being returned.

Try WV California address.

OGASAWARA JOI

30160F and 301C1.2 will he DRY IJDI 17-30 March 160-10s. 051. home calls.

MALI TZ

(COJ,OFW,KPE,PEO) Alex,
(OSL DL4BC) and TZ6CY (QSL NBUS).

TZ2XN OSL info is DK2XN. Look for him on 7045z around 1900z.

Also DRV are Franz, TZ6FE

CHINA BY

No excuses for it being
(OFW,YMC,FAM,GED,KPE,LJF)
Very active with enormous signals into EU around 0800 on 15 SSB.
on CDXC wants list! Those needing it should try writing for skeds... BY1PK and BY4AA both reported 14049 cw.
Over a period
of several months, the operating pattern of BY8AA indicates a preference for 21050khz and 14050khz with occasional operation on
BY4AA Op
14072khz, 14015khz, 14023 khz and 3505khz also reported 14150khz 1200-1300z. They operate any day except Sundays.
Xuru reported 14049khz 0005z and 21150khz at 1130z. VE7BC/VE3HC DRY SSD from BY1PK March 20-27, BMA March 28-Apr 3.
During March BY4AA is scheduled to be active every Wednesday and Saturday from 0700-0900z and 1100-1400z using either cw on
14050 or SSD on 14150khz. Want any more gen???

CAMBODIA XU

(C0J,OFW,PEC,YMC,FAM,FXT,GED,KPE,PEO)
Another one which we should all have. XU1SS has been very GRV, even
showing up on Werner; net on 15m. Check also 14019khz around 1130z. QSL JAIHOG.

W. CAROLINES

(COJ,OFW,KPE,LJF,PEO) Joe, KC6HA DRY using newly installed beam. OSL via K6EDV.

GUANTANAMO KG4
TONGA A35
COLVINS

Gary, K84DX DRY Fridays 0400z around 3800khz.

A35WW reported ORV working US stations on 40cw. QSL via JA5DOH.
should be DRY anytime from CEOZ.

SAN FELIX CEOX Rumours of an operation in October.
CANTON ISLAND T31
next few weeks.

FIJI 3D2

Doug, T30DB, told several Club members last Sunday evening that he was confident of making the trip in the

382FR is QRV all bands except 160 - no permit possible - for three years. QSL NE4S.

SPACE SHUTTLE

Jimmy, JAIAEA, is in the selection process for the NASDA crew as a technician on one of the future flights of
Columbia. Jimmy is an avid DXer, author of the JA Dud handbook (must be an ace - Ed!) and 1969 Ace of Aces winner (JA
equivalent of Hall of Fame).

NIGER 5U7

The PTT is in favour but "the military
Carl and Martha could not get permission.
(C0J,OFW,YMC,FXT,6ED,KPE,PEO)
They are now back in the US.
One
Govt is not quite ready'. However, they made lots of friends and may try in the future.
dodgy one reported several times on 20 and 40 cw is 15SDV/5U, OSL home call. Licence status unknown.

PAOAA - VERON

the news broadcasts times have changed. The main one of interest is the DX News in English - 1845z and 2045z
each Friday on 3602, 14100, 144.800.

GRAY LINE
During the recent ARRL CW Contest K1XM worked 88 countries on 40m.
With so much information available on Sunrise/Sunset times from computer programmes, DX-Edge, DX bulletins and ON4UN's booklet,
there is no excuse for any serious DXer not having the information at his fingertips. Therefore, no further SR and SS times
will be published - unless your Ed is deluged with pleas for themm""

WORKED IN EUROPE:
HH2MC 3792 0523Z
9M2AX 7010 00082

YV5ANF 3791 2240Z
9U5JB 3791 0340Z
H21DAP 7010 0645Z

A7IAD 7042 18472
9125JE 3644 23402
FKOAD 7008 06552

TZ2XN 7045 19002
TA1MB 3784 20062
UKIP80 7085 eseet

TA1SU 7075 18172
KOGVB/C6 7001 0640Z

ZK1DA 7085 0750Z
9J280 7005 0439Z

INCH 7087 0746I
VR6TC 7046 08082

ZS3HD 7047 1806Z
VPBKF 7073 07072

WATCH FOR
131 by T30DB

Believed active now:
UAOYT

MORE SAEs PLEASE

CEOZ by Colvins

218 Kermadec

if you wish to receive future editions

2M7VU

2K1 N Cook

F6BFN/TT 7000 21002
5V7RE 3798 22182

TJ1DS 7062 1755Z
DU6BE 7046 1815Z
MCC 3505 0630Z

ATOA Antarctica

G3RUR

TNX DINS, DX-NL, DXpress, TD18, LIDXB, WORD, Long Skip, DRZ-DX
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Editor: G4DYO

CLUB NEWS
MEMBERSHIP Most members have paid their subscription and those who have not will shortly be informed that their membership has
been terminated. The next Newsletter will include a full list of paid up members. With this Newsletter is a copy of the Club
prospectus which the Committee has prepared. Please pass it along to any amateur showing interest and whom you consider to be
worthy of membership. Further copies are available from the Secretary.(SAE please)
Fifteen members pledged payment of £5 as soon the DXpedition was heard to be operating satisfactorily KERMADEC 1L8
irrespective of whether it had been worked. As soon as the group appeared, before he had worked them and based an promises
from members and cheques from elsewhere, the Club Secretary immediately arranged transfer of £100 of his own funds to Ron,
ZLIAMO. Unfortunately, over a week since the DXpedition finished we still have only 9 of the pledges paid up. if those who
pledged support will pay up the total of £100 should be easily achieved as several cheques have been received as a result of
publicity in DINS. Just consider this - - THE FIRST CHEQUES WERE RECEIVED FROM THREE MEMBERS - ONE WHO HAD NOT MADE A PLEDGE
AND WHO ALREADY HAD A CONTACT IN THE BAG AND TWO WHO STOOD LITTLE CHANCE OF WORKING THE DXPEDITON (AND DIDN'T!). The ops did an
excellent job. Several members had several contacts with the expedition and only a few CDXC members missed out - either
because of their work commitments, poor signals or because they were not around at the right times. There was a degree of
ill-feeling amongst some who missed out. Please remember that membership of CDXC does not guarantee a contact with each rare DX
station as it appears. All DSOs should be as a result of ones' own work entirely and assistance should not be expected from
those with bigger signals. If opportunities arise, help will be given but it must not be expected as a benefit of membership..
If you have to ask yourself why other stations had several contacts and you had none then it is time to consider improving
antennas, equipment and, perhaps more importantly, operating technique. We all know, or should know, the limitations of our
stations and it's no use crying over spilt milk when the saucer isn't big enough for the job! When 84X of the World's Ners
need a contact things get tough. Your Ed had two contacts - one on 15 and one on 20 - both of which took about 10 seconds of
work, both of which were conducted with his quad at 25 feet and one of which (15m) was with only 100 watts. The simple answer
to his success was the grabbing of golden opportunities as they were offered. At the time of his 15m OSO - courtesy of DK9KE a lot of hot air was being generated on 2m. That is just plain time wasting when a rare station is lurking around waiting to
ZLIAMO certainly put a collossal effort into working EU on cw and could be heard on 20m for several hours around
be worked!!
The path to the Kermadec area is very difficult at the best of times, let alone during a period of low solar
midday.
activity, and your Editor believes that CDXC, on the whole, was satisfied. It will be many years before Kermadec is aired
again and those members needing it should have done everything possible to ensure a contact - even to the extent of erecting
temporary 40m antennas and staying up all night!! The few that missed out must learn from this disappointment and be ready
next time Don't forget that Warwick, ZLGAFH, will be there for sometime. Henry will do his best to help via JS but why
not try and arrange a contacts yourselves? Both G3KMA and G4LJF have worked Warwick without assistance and other G stations
have telephoned New Zealand and sent telegrams to Warwick. These are the tricks real DXers have to get up to nowadays! If you
need it, keep plugging away and lets get ZL8 off the Club wants list.

CONGRATULATIONS TO TONY, G3RUR,

who, in working Kermadec, has achieved 300 countries on the current DXCC list (with deletions
he has many more). He has also worked sufficient for 5BDXCC, is well on the way to SBWAZ and is steadily climbing the MOTA
ladder. Until quite recently Tony had poor antenna systems and a poor linear. Nevertheless by his patience and diligence he
has shown the rest of us how it can be done. Furthermore, Tony is one of the first to pass information - frequently before he
has secured a contact - which has backfired more than once leaving Tony at the bottom of the pile. We all salute Tony's
achievements and record our appreciation for his unselfish, sterling service to CDXC. Those who complain about missing DX
should follow Tony's example! There are now eleven CDXC members with 300 or more on the current list. Perhaps we should have
paid greater attention to this when we decided a membership criteria of only 200!

JUNE 3RD

Plans are well under way for the gathering and it is hoped that Martin, G3ZAY, co-editor of DINS, will attend.
Your committee are proposing some form of CDXC presentation to special guests from overseas to our gatherings and Joe and
Darleen Magen will be the first recipients. Something along the lines of a certificate conferring Honorary Membership of (DC
is visualised - carrying no Club privileges but merely as a memento of their visit. If anyone objects to the idea, please
contact the committee. Also, does anyone have access to a video camera for a VHS video-recorder? Your Ed is considering an
idea for recording the event. Will members proposing to attend please advise G4DY0 soonest with details of accompanying
XYLs. etc

AGM MINUTES

The Secretary did
are in the final stages of printing and copies will be distributed to ALL members shortly.
his best to record everything but, if you consider that serious omissions have been made, please contact the Committee.

CLIVE BURCHELL G3NKO/DAICR

Clive was an active member of CDXC during his recent temporary residence at West Drayton. He is
now in Germany with the RAF and, when told of the AGM, etc, immediately expressed interest in continuing his membership by
paying the subs and receiving Newsletter. He obviously does not meet the membership criteria in terms of geographical location
but he anticipates a return to 6-land in about two years. In the circumstances the Committee have invited Clive to renew his
membership.

BOUVET/ALBANIA

A letter has been received, via G32AY, from LA9PCA, asking for support (not financial) for operations in DI
Publicity
and 3Y. Everything is at an early stage so PLEASE don't go shouting about it on 20m. Just keep it to yourselves.
We know that such
at this stage could jeopardise the operations. LA9PCA is looking for some sort of support from RSGB.
support would probably not be forthcoming so it may be down to CDXC, as the UK's leading group of DXers, to write, in support
of the planned DXpeditions, to various national administrations. Your committee is looking into the matter with some urgency
and will advise progress via Newsletter.

CLUB LOGO STAMP

Orders have been received from 9 members but we need a few more to get a good price. Those who haven't
decided - just think of the good you will do CDXC (and therefore yourself) by stamping the Club logo on your OSL cards and
The order list must be closed soon so PLEASE let G4DY0 know if you require one.
amateur correspondence.

PETER G3XJS

Has received an interesting card from the UJ8 SWL son of UJBJCF. This Father and Son team have been on
DXpeditions to UBV, UBL, EKBR, U5ARTEK and RJBWCY and have offered help in obtaining OSL cards from the 'B' call areas in the
USSR. They are planning to operate this summer from 8J, 8K, BL, BS and BX. They also handle cards for UKBJBD/UBR. Any
members wishing to use this route for needed OSLE should contact Peter who has a direct mailing address for UJBJCF.

OUTSIDE INTEREST IN CDXC

A letter has been received from Drew, GM3YOR, expressing interest in CDXC and asking if it would be
possible for him to join. Of course, the Club Secretary had to inform Drew that at present we have a 'closed-shop' which is
only open to those within 2m range. It seems a pity that keen DXers such as Drew are barred from participation in the Club
because of their geographical position.
Perhaps it's time to think more seriously about this aspect so that we all have
definite views in time for the next AGM!!!
The Club Secretary will keep members advised of other indications of interest and
support from DXers °abroad°.

HYGAIN

Further to the recent publicity about a lowering of mechanical standards, HyGain advise that late models of the TH5
and TH7 have stronger clamps. The TH6DXX has been discontinued.

TELE-MAILBOX

Not strictly CDXC news, but of use to us all, is the telephone message collecting system on trial for DINS.
Dial 01-725-7374 and you have about 20 secs to leave a topical DX message. Dial 01-725-7373 to hear the messages. It will
take up to 7 messages which are held on tape for 24hrs and then deleted. As this is being written it sounds as if the London
Repeater idiots have discovered the number and if that sort of thing persists the tele-box will be rendered useless, It's on
trial for a short period so please use it for urgent DX information.

THE DX SCENE
DXCC

Still deliberating on Pribilof although it's difficult to see how it can be refused. If it is, the credibility of the
opinion that, if Pribilof is accepted, Rockall
ARRL Awards Committee will be seriously questioned. DINS has expressed the
must qualify. If that was the case, CDXC would have a heaven sent opportunity to blast itself into every DXers brain-cells!!
G3ZAY is also actively pursuing, with the DXCC desk, the question of separate status for the Sovereign base in Cyprus - 2C4.
There are a few murmurings about 119, etc, and a suggestion from the USA that ARRL might suddenly do a °Spratly' on Karen
State. The DXAC recently officially recommended endorseable DXCC-type awards for RTTY, Satellite, SSTV and 160, 00 and 40m.
Following the recent publication of the DXAC Guidelines, DXAC has recommended that the ARRL Awards Committee prepares a set of
accreditation rules and publishes them in OST.

IRAQ YI Majiid, chief operator at YI1BGD, told Roger, G3KMA, recently that there have been no operations yet on 40m and B0m.
The station reported on 3505cw must have been a pirate. Lewis, HASDW, who was supposed to be erecting LF antennas, made only
50 OSOs before having to go ORT. The station YI1BGD is located in one of the two scientific centres in Baghdad. Majiid is the
Director of the centre housing the station. More than 60 clubs use the centre but the radio-club has the finest accomodation.
2KW amplifier both donated by JY1. Outside is a 3-element yagi, donated by NCDXF, which it is
The station consists of a TR4
The ops at YlIBGD are hoping to establish stations in all eight Vi districts hoped to raise higher than its present 6m.
YII-8 - also to be located in scientific centres. The Y19 prefix is planned for visitors and Y10 for special events stations.
UGANDA 5X

Investigations indicate that GBGRN/5X maybe a pirate. GBGRN is the previous call of G4CTO who is ORV now from ST2.
Perhaps someone could ask Jim what it's all about??? Telephone calls to G4CTB are answered by a machine.

ANGOLA D2

D2ASV is also believed to be °unofficial'.

LBD/X, LU3II,

etc Cards for these operations cannot be sent via the buro'. OSL direct to: GACW, Carlos Diehl 2025, 1354
Longchamps, Buenos Aires.

CHINA BY

There is so much activity from BY at present that further comment would be
(OFW, YMC, FAM, GED, KPE, LJF)
superfluous. Again, pile-ups are enormous, and those with lesser signals will have to wait until the upper layers of ORM have
been cleared.

DESECHEO KP5

(JED, 02F, VIE, GED, KPE, LJF, PEG) According to WP4ATF, he and HI3RST - the two ops who had hoped to operate
recently - now have the permit but lack sufficient funds. However, there is talk of the operation taking place in May.

LACCADIVES VU7

Cards addressed to Gopal's street address or to his Box number are being processed OK.

SHUTTLE FLIGHT

Tony England, MBE, will be on the March, 1985 flight.

MARION IS ZS2Ml

The rumour factory has 2926W operating from Marion or PE
(JEG, OFW, 02F, YJI, YMC, FIT, GED, KPE, LJF, FED)
Island in the near future. Maybe one of those needing it could telephone 2S2GW and get definite info?? Please keep your Ed
informed.

SPRATLY IS (Many!) Information from Phil Weaver suggests another operation by Chito starting on April 30th for about one
week using the call 1929K. Chita was recently heard telling a another VS6 that the forthcoming operation would be from 'Thituli
(?) Island using the 192 prefix.
This could be disastrous in your Ed's opinion because all those who have Spratly safely
tucked away will be shouting again for the new prefix.
Other rumours gave the proposed call as 19132. During a recent visit
to Manilla Ian, 64LJF, spoke with a friend of Chito's and was surprised to discover that Chito is unaware that ARRL are
accepting 1S1CK contacts for DXCC. Apparently Chito had started to answer His but became disenchanted with things when ARRL
refused to accept them and gave up! When he hears the news he will, hopefully, finish the task but any member needing a card
should contact Ian who maybe able to assist if nothing is forthcoming from Chito.
TAIWAN BV

(OFW, 02F, YMC, FAM, FIT, GED, KPE, PEO) Those needing BV should watch out for OH2BH, PAOGAM, etc, who promise an
all band operation starting mid-April.

BRUNEI VS5

-

has changed its prefix to V85. E.g. VS5DX now becomes V85DX.

ETHIOPIA ET3

(OFW, PEE, YMC, FAM, FIT, GED, KPE, LJF, PEG) The ARRL DX bulletin recently publicised the sporadic reappearance
on the bands of ET3PS. The op's name is Tensay and there is speculation that he is the same op who used to be ORV from ET3PG.
OSL TO BOX 610, ADDIS ABBABA.

CAMBODIA XU (COJ, OFW, PEC, YMC, FAM, FIT, GED, KPE, PEG)

A YL operator has appeared several times recently with a strong

signal. They always go ORT at 1400z.

Just published

The Complete Her by Bob Locher, W9KNI. Cost is $12.95 from Idiom Press, Box 583, Deerfield, IL 60015.

GRAY LINE
This section is devoted to LF DXing - which becomes less popular during the summer months because of the unsocial hours
involved. Your Ed will continue with the 'Worked in Europe' item but, otherwise, this section will be run down during the
summer months. This is the time of year when we should start planning the vast antenna systems for the next LF season. Time
indeed to dig up that lawn and lay 10 miles of copper wire; time to hire the helicopter and get the gamma match tuned on the
four-element 80m delta loop at 200 feet and, lastly, time to wind in the 3000 feet beverage so that it doesn't get chewed up by
the farmer's tractor! Not the season for daydreaming

WORKED IN EUROPE:
KL7U 0436z 3798khz
TJ1OS 05282 7002khz
JT1AO 18552 7070khz

WATCH FOR'

ISODMN
112CCC
FOBKP
HH2B

2203z 1838khz
0345z 3795khz
07502 7005khz
0610z 1836khz

Believed active now:

MORE SAEs PLEASE

from

BYBAA by VE7BC

VP2KCA 2240z 3792khz
22192 7003kh2
KP2J
XE3LPV 07402 7005khz

4M5ARV/6

PJ2-7

V0261) 0015z 3794khz
ROM 2359z 7006khz
3D2FR 06452 7043khz

Colvins CEOZ

93610, 6302F if you wish to receive future editions

TNX DXNS, DX-NL, DXpress, TDXB, LIDXB, W4BPD, Long Skip, DRZ DX
-

TG9X0 0322z 3794khz
2F26W 2230z 7002khz
3D2HE 07141 7075khz

